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How Tos:  'Duplicate Stitch Chain Gangs' - Another Way to Create a Duplicate Stitch 

 

The duplicate stitch is a wonderful design element.  As nice as the duplicate stitch is, it can sometimes be 

challenging to produce good looking, best possible results.  Creating each 'perfect' duplicate stitch 

takes  extreme consistency and exact tension to correctly duplicate the stitch being worked.  These photos 

show the duplicate stitch chain ganging worked on red stockinette st knitting.  I find that this 'ganging' 

produces very good and consistent results, especially for large areas of stockinette st I need to work. 

 

 

The stitches produced using this method result in 

independent 'columns' of stitches which sit ON TOP of 

stockinette stitches (see above two photos).   The column of 

ganged sts lay atop the stockinette sts underneath it (as 

shown at right).  The st is not flat against it as it would be in 

a regular duplicate st.  

 

 

 

Stitches are worked from the TOP of the fabric to the 

bottom.  They can be worked as rows left to right or right to 

left, or vertically, BUT ROWS OR SINGLE COLUMNS 

ARE ALWAYS WORKED TOP TO BOTTOM STITCH 

BY STITCH. 

In a completed piece, when the fabric is stretched, the 

columns are easily seen, creating another design element, 

but bounce back when not being stretched, as shown. 

 

 

http://www.skerinknittingandcrochet.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/dup-st-post-2.jpg
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TO WORK THE DUPLICATE STITCH CHAIN GANG\ 

 

 

Beginning at the top of a column of stitches upon which 

stitches are to be worked, 

1)  insert yarn needle into the first st (same step as for the 

first stitch of a regular duplicate st).  To work a vertical 

column of stitches: 

 

 

 

 

 

2)  next, under this st, insert needle up through the bottom of 

the next stitch (again, same as for the regular duplicate 

st).  NOW here is where things will be different: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3)  Insert needle under the 2 lps of the stitch just made – 

NOT AT ALL in any part of the stockinette stitch 

underneath,pull thru, then 

4)  complete by inserting needle into same sp where yarn 

was brought up and pull thru.   Rep steps 1-4. 

 

 

Tip:  If working rows left to right be sure not to let the st become crossed when doing step #4 (said another 

way, be sure to insert the needle left of the first half of the st when going back into the same sp).  If working 

rows right to left, insert needle right of the first half of the st, etc.). 
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Santa Photos Above:  regular duplicate stitch, showing inconsistencies and gaps after working stitches.  As 

well, in the left photo, the fingers are stretching the fabric left to right.  Note the difference between the 

stitches in this photo and the Christmas Tree photo of the 'duplicate stitch chain ganging'. 
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